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Abstract

The aim of this article is to help a teacher to evaluate his courses by following the students during the learning phase. We assume that the teacher doesn’t use an educational platform and have resources at his disposal. We model the course by using a global ontology (an overall view of the system) with limited educational resources. In order to follow the students’ improvements, we analyse from the servers’ logs and we categorize student in groups.

1. Introduction

In this study, we assume that the teacher doesn’t have an educational platform at his disposal, but does have a set of educational resources accessible on the web and available to the students. We supposed that these educational resources are stored on the same server with the logs available. In order to individualize the teacher’s interaction with the student, a student’s profile is developed. Our focus in this paper is on the composition of a course and its assessment, not the student’s model nor the users profile [1]. This paper builds on work described in an article which we presented at ITS [2] on the revision and composition of a class course from educational resources on the web.

The general principle of our architecture was tested on a problem linked to the maintenance of a web site [3] for the computer editor PC-Soft (www.pcsoft.fr).

In this paper, we present the basic building blocks of our architecture which include: modelling of the educational information, definition of the global ontology, storage of the site’s graphical interface and a description of the course. Next we define the interactions of our environment, i.e. the creation of the labelled global ontology and the management of the categorizations. Based on the information and the basic interactions that are defined, we discuss the dynamic aspect, i.e. the extraction of the local ontologies.. We conclude with a summary of our main contributions.

2. The architecture

2.1. Structure of the global architecture

The global architecture of our system is represented in figure 1. At the bottom-left part, we represent the basic information, namely :
- the educational module representing the basic educational information,
- the global ontology representing the abstract modeling of the course,
- the site representing the web site with all pages and inter-linked pages.

The assignment of the educational modules in the global ontology, allows us to match the educational modules and the global ontology concepts (Modular Global Ontology MGO). The assignment of the web pages in the global ontology allows us to match the pages and the global ontology concepts (Labeled Global Ontology LGO).

The top-left part of the graph depicts how, based on the server logs, we determine a student’s Contextual Ontology CO (after categorization). Using CO, we obtain the data which allows us to review the model (educational module and/or global ontology) or the site references.

![Figure 1 : Global Architecture](image-url)
2.2. Educational information

We assume that the teacher does not possess any educational platform but that he provides a set of teaching aids on his course web site. These resources can be of various types such as: bibliographical references, videos, links to web sites or supplementary course material. Thus, it is necessary to define these resources which form the foundation for the course.

By using metadata [4][5][6], we can create an effective system for describing the resources. But, while a student is working with the system, access to all the information might not be useful. Thus, it is necessary to decompose the information.

2.3. Educational modules

First, one needs to obtain the non-decomposable minimal educational module. The teacher must select exactly the part of the resource that is crucial for the course. The less information that each educational module contains, the easier it is to follow the student’s learning path. We can even define levels which allow us to more easily analyze the students’ learning styles and customize the course. Thus, we can thus create an educational module in the shape of an n-tuple:

\{id-module, id-resource, section, level\}

where id-module and id-resource represent respectively the primary id of the educational module and the referenced educational resource. The “section” is a part of the useful resource for the course and the “level” represents all the levels to which this educational module can be attributed. However, a teacher may wish to impose a logical order of educational modules for the same concept. This is the basis for composing educational modules (complex modules).

A complex educational module can be represented by a diagram whose nodes are simple educational modules with arrows indicating the order in which nodes should be accessed. The only constraint is to compose complex educational modules with simple modules on similar levels.

The chains can be expressed as follows:
- Orderly sequence: Ai -> Aj the students must learn educational modules Ai and Aj in sequence beginning with Ai and can access Aj only if Ai is mastered.
- Parallel : Ai and (*) Aj the students have to learn both educational modules but without notion of order.
- Alternative: Ai | Aj the students must learn at least one of the two educational modules.

For example, a teacher provides educational modules A1 ... A8 and decides to order them as represented in figure 2.

Thus, the teacher wants the student to work first on A1 then on A2 and A3(one can work on A2 and A3 in either order) then on A4. After A4 activating either A5 or A6 then A7 and A8.

The teacher then creates the complex educational module GC = (A1-> (A2*A3)->A4-> (A5|A6) - > A7 ->A8)

To create the complex educational modules, we have to modify the structure. An educational module is then represented by the n-tuple:

\{id-module, levels, type, sequence \}

where the “type” indicates whether the educational module is simple or complex, and the "sequence" is a series of doublets (id resource, section) linked with the operators - >, * (and) or \|. For a simple educational module, the sequence contains only two parameters (id resource, section).

2.4. The notion of global ontology

The scientific community has shown interest in the concept of ontologies for representing knowledge as well as making their sharing and their reusing easier. We refer to global ontology when we reference the knowledge proposed for the learning within the course structure. The global ontology provides a semantic representation of all the concepts and their relations. This global ontology is represented by a diagram of the concepts G = < C, A > where C represents concepts and A their relations. Ontology plays a key role in the representation and the use of knowledge. It provides a definition of the vocabulary used to represent knowledge, but doesn't limit itself to a simple list of terms. It also must provide the semantic interpretation of these terms.

2.5. The graphical interface of the site

In order to follow a student's progress, it is necessary to know the site map. This can be represented by a directed graph in which pages are represented by nodes and links by arrows.

The graphical interface of the site is stored in a text file in the form: \{a, b\} where “a” represents the URL of origin and “b” the destination URL.
3. Indexing courses on Website

Once the basic building blocks of our architecture are defined, we assign the educational modules and web pages to the different nodes. For this task we have chosen XML. These assignments lead to modular global ontologies and labelled global ontologies. Once these assignments are made, we focus on the problem of categorization.

3.1. The graphical interface of the site

At the present time, many sites are still written in HTML. This "language" doesn't have any data type definition and doesn't permit the description of a web page from a semantic viewpoint. For this reason, we capture the information contained in the web site, then describe it using an XML formalism [7]. Also the description of the document structure must be valid. An ontology can easily be defined using XML, with standardization achieved using the w3c (World Wide Web Consortium) guidelines.

3.2. Creation of the Labelled Global Ontology

The creation of the labelled ontology compares the students' steps in two stages with the global ontology. The first consists of assigning the educational modules and classifying them by levels. The second phase is linking the global ontology in the site's graphical interface.

3.2.1. Modular Global Ontology

The first phase to determine the modular global ontology, each concept is defined according to its hierarchy. Adding a new level requires a more precise analysis of the user's path through the course. We can define, for any given concept and any given level, the set of educational modules (simple or complex) linked to this concept at this level. With these guidelines it is possible to determine if a student at level X, wanting to study concept Y, has actually studied all X level modules classified in concept Y.

This structure can be defined in XML by the code below:

```
<concept label= «C»>
  <level1>
    <module id= «1» levels= «1,2» type= «simple» sequence= «sequence 1» >
    </module>
    <module id= «2» levels= «1» type= «complex» sequence= «sequence 2» >
    </module>
    <module id= «3» levels= «1» type= «simple» sequence= «sequence 3» >
    </module>
  </level1>
  <level2>
    ...
  </level2>
</concept>
```

3.2.2. Labelled Global Ontology

The labeling phase of the global ontology is essential to our project, as it establishes the link between the semantics and the graphical interface. We attribute a tag <URL>URLi</URL> to each concept level contained in the URLi page.

```
<concept label= «Association»>
  <level1>
    <module id= «1» levels= «1,2» type= «simple» sequence= «sequence 1» >
    </module>
    <module id= «2» levels= «1» type= «complex» sequence= «sequence 2» >
    </module>
    <module id= «3» levels= «1» type= «simple» sequence= «sequence 3» >
    </module>
  </level1>
  <level2>
    <URL>URL1</URL>
    <URL>URL2</URL>
  </level2>
</concept>
```

3.3. Management of Categories

In order to follow the educational progress of all the students and to classify them by category, it is necessary to divide the students using common criteria. This categorization is essential since it establishes a reference point that enables us to discover some potential course design problems. In this article, we do not discuss the ways the categorizations are calculated since projects already exist in this domain such as: [8], [9].

Categorization is achieved by comparing the data dynamically collected from the students' logs as they proceed through the course; possibly allowing them to move to another level based on test results.

We first highlight the browsing patterns. The browsing patterns represent the reference users' site use. The paths correspond to links of pages through the set of sessions. The recurrent use of pages show successions of pages frequently appearing in the session group. We use an Apriori type algorithm to determine the frequent sets of pages and an AprioriAll type algorithm to extract the frequent sequences [10][11]. Then, we compose the session groups related to these browsing patterns.

In the second stage we form groups of users based on these session groups. Once this stage is completed, we obtain groups of users whose common point is that they have the same browsing pattern; these two stages are represented in figure 3.
3.4. Extraction of local ontologies

3.4.1. Difference between local and contextual ontologies

Both local and contextual ontologies are sub-types of the global ontology. Therefore they have a similar structure but they differ in the analysis of the information. When studying a local ontology, we analyze a single user's path, which provides particular information about the student. Conversely, when studying a contextual ontology, we consider the path of a group. The data gathered is useful for the teacher. It enables him to determine if all the students have understood the module well enough or if some modifications are necessary.

3.4.2. Structure of Local and contextual ontologies

As we have just discussed, local and contextual ontologies have similar structures. They are extracted from the global ontology according to the students' paths. For that purpose, we use a contextual ontology extraction algorithm which occurs in two stages:

The first stage consists in browsing the global ontology tree in a post-fixed traversal and checking for each node if a concept is visualized, articulated, or neither. The LGO visualized concepts are those which are present in the pages browsed by the category of users.

Articulation is a concept that is not visualized and where the N number of descendant nodes (including itself) is greater than the N number of each of its descendants. Every time a concept is considered we insert it into a list. The last element of the list will be the contextual ontology root (cf figure 6).

The second stage consists in creating the minimal tree that covers both the visualized and articulation concepts. For each node of the previously constituted list, we browse the tree via the father-son link and stop as soon as we find a node present in the list. Each node browsed will be part of the contextual parallel ontology. The algorithm stops when we reach the root.

At the end of this stage, we re-initialize the global ontology tree (cf figure 4).

3.4.3. Adding information to the local ontology

If we obtain additional information (such as grades for instance), we can add this to the algorithm previously described. The aim of this phase is to include data summarizing the students' success on the different concepts in these ontologies. This new information is added as attributes of local or contextual ontology. We update an "average" attribute for the concept as well as for each level (cf part 4).

4. Students' follow-up

4.1 The mechanism of knowledge extraction

As each student browses the web a sequence of web pages is dedicated to his study path. The server's logs will allow us to determine a unique sequence for every student or group. With our labelled global ontology structure, we are able to determine the level and concept chosen. Based on that, we can extract a local ontology (for a student) or a contextual ontology (for a group). If we can retrieve extra data, such as grades for instance, we can work out average grades by concept and by level.

4.2. Individual follow-up

For any student, we know the concepts he must learn as well as his level of knowledge. Using the educational sequence for this course we can determine the educational modules he needs to learn as well as the constraints on them. With this information we can chronologically check the student's progress.

The diagrams below refer to the example in figure 2 (educational modules accessed by the student are shown in grey):
The student has reached A5 without having previously worked on A4.

- example 2 : tracing the student's progress.

The student has followed the constraints of the course. He now must work on A5 or A6.

- example 3 : follow-up, using grades.

The student has successfully followed the course but he doesn't have a sufficient grade average in A1. Nevertheless the student kept on working in A2 and A3 hence an insufficient average mark was obtained for these two educational modules.

4.3. Follow-up of groups of students

Using this method we can classify groups of users who have followed the same browsing pattern. A set of students' categories can be determined by a groups' level. Each group is based on similar student levels. For each group, we can extract the progress in the course as well as the average grade for every educational module. It is also possible to determine, on any level, the set of statistical information per educational module (average grade, number of occurrences, standard deviation...)

5. Conclusion

We believe that our system enables a teacher, having neither an educational platform nor aids for educational tool design, to keep better track of how students are doing in their course(s). We are currently testing simple interfaces with the objective that every teacher can use this approach.

We have already developed a set of building blocks to test our model. The description of both the modular global ontology and the labelled global ontology has been implemented together with the definition of the categorization tools. Thus, we can determine from a student’s learning path his local ontology together with the sequence of simple educational modules studied, and consequently the concepts learned. Also, we can categorize groups of students and obtain a Contextual Local Ontology, from which we can extract the similar concepts studied by the group of students.

Our next task is to focus on the management of complex educational modules with a grade component for each simple educational module. We are currently designing a grading procedure in order to refine these results.
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